EXPERIMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGY
WEEKEND 2020
ON DISCORD
The Lauresham Laboratory for Experimental Archaeology established an online forum
for interaction between visitors and participants to the Experimental Archaeology
Weekend 2020. Using Discord, a free voice and chat application, we can exchange,
comment on the presentations, ask questions, discuss various topics and have a true
“coming together” despite the distance. We invite everybody to tune in!

What is Discord?
Discord is a free platform that specializes in chat, image and audio communication between
users in a chat channel. It runs on Windows, Mac, Android, iOS, Linux and in web browsers. It
is used to virtually bring together communities of any size and function.

How does Discord work?
In order for participants to get comfortable with the Discord app, you are welcome to step in
and take a look, navigate at your own pace and ask our Virtual Pub team for information / help
/ advice. On Friday 8th of May, 10 a.m., there will be a link available for a test drive on
experimentellearchaeologie.org.

A short manual
When you click on the link on experimentellearchaeologie.org to join the Discord app, you will
see a few elements in your browser or in the application. Here are a few important features to
learn about to get started. Below, you can see an image of how Discord appears:
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On the left side of the screen, you will see a list of all of the text and voice channels that are
available to you. To enter any of the text channels, simply click on the name of the channel
and the messages will appear in the main panel.
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Text channels have a hash icon before them, such as #general-chat. You can join this chat
channel, highlighted below.

Voice channels have a speaker icon before them, for example Speaker Q&A Audio (see
image below). When you click to join a voice channel, you will start hearing the speakers
through your headphones or computer speakers. Unless you are a presenter who is currently
answering questions, your microphone will remain muted.
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If you want to ask a question during a presenter’s presentation, you can use the dedicated
text channel, which is called #ask-a-speaker.

When you wish to chat, you can find the message box in the lower part of the application’s
screen.
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Older text messages from the channel that you are exploring are visible in the large central
box.

You can see who else is online in the participants list on the right side of the screen.

We are looking forward to your virtual visit!
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How we’ll use it
Starting at 10.15 a.m. on both Saturday and Sunday, a server will be in our service. A link to
this server will be available on experimentellearchaeologie.org. Follow this link to access to
the server. Everybody is welcome!

Speaker Q&A
If you wish to ask a question, then you can send it using the text channel called #ask-a-speaker.
This way, we can make sure that everyone can hear clearly and moderate the questions.

General-Chat
This channel is a text chat for participants to discuss the conference themes more generally.
If the moderators find that the channel is too “busy”, then they may create other channels to
cover specific themes.

Support
If you run into problems, you can reach out to the Virtual Pub staff in any text channel: just
include the tag @Pubstaff (followed by the tab key) and ask your question. We won’t miss your
message.
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